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Stalin, Uddhav, Pawar may
attend Sonia’s Oppn meet

Banerjee, too, had made a pitch for Opposition unity last month
PRESS TRUST OF INDIA

New Delhi, 13 August

T

amil
Nadu
Chief
Minister M K Stalin,
Maharashtra
Chief
Minister and Shiv Sena chief
Uddhav Thackeray and NCP
supremo Sharad Pawar and
the Trinamool Congress are
likely to take part in a virtual
interaction with Congress
President Sonia Gandhi on
August 20.
Confirming that the
Congress leadership has convened a virtual meet next
Friday, possibly in a bid to
unite non-BJP parties, a senior
DMK leader said, “We are
expecting an official invite
today (Friday). Probably it will
be received by his (Chief
Minister's) office."
The DMK chief has been
following in the footsteps of
his late father M Karunanidhi
in inviting the Congress leaders to the state on various occasions and has always painted
a picture of unity with them.
Meanwhile, the Shiv Sena
confirmed
that
the
Maharashtra chief minister
will attend the meeting.
“Thackeray will attend the
meeting,” Sena leader Sanjay
Raut told PTI. NCP MP Supriya
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L&T...

Larsen & Toubro posted a
smaller-than-expected profit
in the quarter ended June as
the second wave of coronavirus hit the country just as
it was recovering from a strict
lockdown. The company
maintained its low-to-mid
teen growth guidance for
orders and revenue for the
financial year ending March
2022.

Bulls...
Experts said the domestic
markets had managed to outperform their regional peers
thanks to a pick-up in economic activity, moderation in
inflation, and the government’s pledge to support
growth. Data released on
Thursday showed that India’s
consumer price inflation had
fallen to a three-month low of
5.6 per cent in July.
“The inflation data would
be within the RBI’s comfort
zone. It should help the central bank maintain its (easy)
monetary policy stance in the
near term. The equity market
is likely to continue with its
strong positive momentum as
economic activities could pick
up further pace with the lockdown measures getting
relaxed,” said Siddhartha
Khemka,
head
(retail
research), Motilal Oswal
Financial Services.
Experts said the selling by
foreign portfolio investors
(FPIs) seen during July had
stopped, helping the markets
make positive strides despite
concerns about expensive valuations.
Overseas investors bought
shares worth ~820 crore on
Friday.
"FPIs appear to have
changed their investment
strategy. After selling equity
worth ~11,308 crore in July,
they have turned buyers this
month. The outperformance
of large-caps over mid and
small-caps also indicates
increased institutional participation. Since the markets are
at record highs and valuations
stretched, some profit-booking can’t be ruled out going
forward,”
said
VK
Vijayakumar, chief investment strategist at Geojit
Financial Services.
The latest positive global
sentiment has helped the
markets shrug off the underwhelming June quarter
results, earnings downgrades,
and the possibility of further
downgrades.
According to Bloomberg
data, only 18 of the 47 Nifty
companies that have reported
the June quarter results have
beat analysts’ estimates, while
27 trailed the consensus.
“Nifty FY22E consensus
earnings estimates have been
pruned 4.2 per cent in the past
month on margin pressures
and mild Covid wave II-led
impact. Further, as the wave

West Bengal CM Mamata Banerjee (right) last month met
Sonia Gandhi among other leaders
FILE PHOTO: PTI

Sule, too, confirmed that
Pawar will take part in the
meeting.
Congress is part of the
Sena-led ruling coalition in
Maharashtra, along with the
Nationalist Congress Party.
In Bengal, an aide close of
TMC supremo and Chief
Minister Mamata Banerjee
said the party is also “likely to
join the meeting”.
The Congress President
has called the meet in the
midst of a political row over
alleged phone tapping of
opposition leaders, judges and

journalists and rowdy scenes
in Parliament.
While the agenda of the
meeting is not known, it is
expected to discuss a raft of
issues irking opposition parties besides helping build
bridge to forge opposition unity.
The DMK, the NCP and the
Jharkhand Mukti Morcha are
among parties that have been
invited, according to multiple
sources.
Banerjee, too, had last
month, during a trip to Delhi,
made a pitch for opposition

II economy unlock is unfurling slowly versus that in wave
I, we do not envision upgrades
in the near future. However,
rising Covid incidences and R
value in Kerala and a few other
states may set off mild downgrade risks to earnings if Covid
worsens nationwide,” said
Elara Capital in a note this
week.
On a year-to-date basis, the
Sensex and the Nifty have
gained 15.8 per cent and 17.9
per cent, respectively. The
Nifty Midcap 100 is up 32 per
cent, while the Nifty Smallcap
100 has surged 42 per cent this
year.
The Nifty currently trades
at 23 and 20 times its estimated earnings for FY22 and
FY23, respectively. These valuations — higher compared to
historical levels — are underpinned by expectations of
strong earnings growth for the
next two years.
Earnings disappointment
and the tapering of the US
bond buying programme
remain key risks for the market in the medium term.

Sources said the findings
will be crucial as it will reveal
the impact. It may also suggest some changes that could
fix certain ambiguities of the
scheme.

I-T dept...
This means every CIT, principal CIT, chief CIT, and principal chief CIT will supervise
both sections.
“Workload on jurisdictional principal commissioner level has increased manifold on
account of merger of erstwhile
territorial jurisdictions in
respect of work areas assigned
to JPCIT on budget collection,
recovery, certain statutory
functions, decision on filing of
appeals/SLP, handling of writs
petitions, taxpayers services,
etc,” the letter states.
Sources in the I-T department said that before the faceless system’s launch all officers were jurisdictional. After
FAS, jurisdictional officers
only deal with tax recovery
after assessment orders are
passed by the faceless set-up.
The letter comes at a time
when several taxpayers have
filed writ petitions against the
scheme in different courts
challenging it.
Recently, the tax department also released a standard
operating procedure (SOP) to
deal with writ petitions filed
against faceless assessment
cases and faceless appeal cases. The SOP emphasised that
NaFAC has no primary role in
defending the writ petition,
except in cases where the
scheme itself is challenged or
a wider policy issue is
involved. In such writ petitions, the faceless centre shall
authorise jurisdictional officer
(commissioner level) to
defend the case.
Meanwhile, the finance
ministry has initiated a timebound internal survey of the
faceless regime to examine its
effectiveness. It will examine
various features of the
scheme, including video conferencing, which is a bone of
contention for taxpayers. The
final report is expected to be
submitted later this month.

Canada,
Australia...
Sapna Rateria, partner, Cirrus
Holidays, said travel options
to Canada are limited as there
are no direct flights. The
Maldives and Mexico are common transit points as Canada
insists on a third country RTPCR report to allow entry.
“But getting a seat to
Mexico is also challenging
because of fewer flights.
Tickets too are costlier. Prepandemic, we sold return tickets to Canada for around
~75,000. Now it costs up to ~2
lakh for a one-way ticket, a
two-three day hotel stay in the
Maldives or Mexico and an
RT-PCR test,” said Rateria.
Overseas education and
immigration consultants have
been besieged by worried parents and students who are not
only seeing a sudden rise in
travel costs but also ticket cancellations and even rejections
from third countries.
“Not only are flights triple
the price but this time Canada
has also seen a lot of student
visa rejections. Moreover,
since direct flights are not
allowed, Canada insists on
negative RT-PCR test results
from third countries but those
are becoming difficult for students as even there, the rules
are changing rapidly.
“With multiple flight cancellations, students' funds are
also getting blocked as
refunds take time," said
Sumeet Jain, co-founder of
Yocket, an overseas education
services provider.
Another
consultant,
Sameer Yadav of No Borders
Consultancy, has seen several
desperate parents arranging a
chartered flight for their children to take them to Canada
via the Maldives. Yadav said
these flights are exorbitant.
"The Maldives, Mexico,
Dubai, Albania and Ukraine
are some of the countries that
students
are
travelling
through for Canada but availing third country RT-PCR
results is also not easy. For
instance, one can't stay
beyond eight hours in Dubai
for a layover and yet one needs
to get tested. All inclusive
chartered flights from India to
the Maldives and
then
Canada are costing upwards
of Rs 2.50 lakhs," said Yadav.
In addition, there have
been cases of students being
sent back from the Maldives
by immigration officials when
they have not been able to furnish proof of return tickets to
India from the Maldives.
Recently, in an interview
with the Guardian Australia,
India's High Commissioner to
Australia, Manpreet Vohra,
said these extended travel
restrictions were likely to
cause frustration, uncertainty

unity.
The Bengal Chief Minister
had, besides meeting Prime
Minister Narendra Modi and
other central ministers, held
parleys with Congress' Sonia
and Rahul Gandhi, Kamal
Nath, Anand Sharma and
Abishek Manu Singhvi.
She also met Delhi Chief
Minister Arvind Kejriwal and
DMK leader Kanimozhi,
besides making telephone
calls to NCP chief Sharad
Pawar and RJD supremo Lalu
Prasad.
On Thursday, the TMC
came out against the suspension of the Congress' Twitter
handles, displaying what
many saw as signs of a rekindling of a spirit of opposition
unity. Banerjee’s advisor and
political campaign pundit
Prashant Kishor has also been
reaching out to various opposition leaders, while Pawar has
also held a meeting with eminent persons and opposition
leaders.
Political analysts see these
meetings as essential stepping
stones to forging unity among
political parties ahead of a raft
of state assembly elections
including in Uttar Pradesh, in
the next three years leading to
national elections in 2024.

and anxiety among thousands
of students who have been
unable to travel to Australia
for their studies.
Vohra said Australia risked
eroding its reputation as a welcoming place for international
students if it did not offer
them hope about when they
could return to study.
An estimated 158,000 student visa holders continued to
remain outside Australia as of
July 2021, of which over 17,000
were from India.
In frustration, Indian students have begun mulling
whether to shift their programmes from Australia to the
US or defer their admissions
altogether.

PM Modi
launches...
“It is impossible to assess
the impact of the policy on car
sales as it’s still far away. The
good thing is, we now have a
scrappage policy to start
with,” he said.
The whole exercise of
scrapping old vehicles will
begin from October 1, 2021
after the rules for fitness
scrapping
centres
are
released. It will be followed by
starting fitness testing for government and public sector
undertaking (PSU) vehicles on
April 1, 2022. The fitness testing for heavy commercial
vehicles will commence on
April 1, 2023. For the rest of the
segments, it will begin from
June 1, 2024.
Taking 1990 as the base
year, at present around 3.7 million commercial vehicles and
5.2 million passenger vehicles
are eligible for voluntary
scrapping,
said
Harshwardhan Sharma, head
(auto retail practice) at
Nomura.
Ashish Suman, partner, J
Sagar Associates, said, “The
success of the policy will hinge
on the state governments’
support, creation and availability of scrapyard infrastructure, collaboration between
the government and corporates in developing the infrastructure, and most importantly a policy for waste
management to avoid environment concerns, which was
the centre theme for introducing the policy.”
As part of the policy, the
government was also looking
to provide some concessions
on road tax. "The families
would also be able to save on
costs of maintenance, repair
of the vehicle with better fuel
efficiency. This policy would
benefit the common man in
every way," Modi said in his
address. On scrap import, the
PM said India imported scrap
steel worth ~23,000 crore last
year since scrapping in the
country is not as productive
and carries zero energy recovery. Also, the new scrappage
policy recognises the workers
at scrapping facilities and
small businessmen, who can
become agents for authorised
scrapping centres.
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